Brownie Fun & Adventure Key - awarded to girls that completed Brownies. Worn on Guide sash.

Membership Pin - shows the number of years in Guiding. Replaced yearly.

Patrol Emblem - shows the patrol the Guide is part of.

Guide Enrolment Membership Pin - awarded to Guides and Guiders.

Title Tape - shows which unit the Guide belongs to.

WAGGGS World Logo Pin - optional.

Program Area Badges - There are 7 hexagonal shapes in total.

Theme Badges - There are 3 smaller square shaped badges for each of the 7 Program Area badges.

**Program Area & Theme badges can be sewn on the sash in any design chosen. These are various design examples.

Patrol Lead (2 stripes) or Patrol Second (1 stripe) Stripes - These are awarded to Guides who are Lead or Second in their Patrols.

**Fun crests & crafts like SWAPS are usually placed on camp blankets/ponchos &/or camp hats.
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